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west Turkmen tribes (Asheret) maintained themselves
practically in independence of the Ottoman Government,
paying no taxes, treating great officials almost on terms
of equality, and not serving as soldiers in foreign coun-
tries. The Turkmens were an unruly and even a dan-
gerous element in the country. Peaceful merchants did
not venture to travel along the roads except in large cara-
vans, which had to be always on their guard against at-
tack from the Nomads. The Seljuk Sultans in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries attempted to protect
the great lines of communication by means of splendid
khans. These khans are places of large size and mili-
tary strength, built for defence with loop-holed walls of
great thickness; and they could easily be maintained
against the attacks of large bands of Nomad assailants.
. . . The following hypothesis may serve to explain in
part the origin of the distinction between Turk and
Turkmen. The Turkish population is not pure Turk, it
represents a mixed race, springing from the union be-
tween a section of* the Asiatic conquerors and the old
population of Anatolia; and it is probably more truly
Anatolian than Turk. It consists really of two different,
and yet not practically distinguishable, classes, (1) the
offspring of Turkish conquerors marrying women of
the old population, and (2) a large number of the old
Anatolian population who adopted Mohammedanism.''
To Europeans, most Orientals appear indolent. This!
seems particularly true of those who profess Islam, which
is doubtless the result of a fatalism which seems to accom-
pany the uselessness of unnecessary effort. To quote
Sir Edwin Pears (2): "The sense of superiority fills the
ignorant Turk with a spiritual pride, an intellectual con-
ceit which is a real hindrance to his progress in civiliza-
tion. No Moslem has need to offer the Scotch minister's
prayer, 'Gie us a good conceit of ourselves/ He has it
already. Having it, and being saturated with the idea of

